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Bulgaria football chief resigns 
as UEFA urges ‘war’ on racists

SOFIA: Bulgaria’s football chief resigned yesterday
after racist chanting marred England’s Euro 2020 quali-
fier in Sofia, as UEFA chief Aleksander Ceferin said the
sport needed to “wage war” on abusers.

England eased to a 6-0 victory over their hosts in
the Bulgarian capital on Monday but the game was
blighted by offensive chants, forcing the match to be
halted twice in the first half.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson condemned the
“vile” racism, which included monkey noises and appar-
ent Nazi salutes, and called for tough action from
UEFA. As temperatures rose his Bulgarian counterpart,
Boyko Borisov, urged the country’s football union pres-
ident to quit.

“I urge Borislav Mihaylov to hand in his resignation
immediately!” Borisov wrote on Facebook, adding it
was “inadmissible that Bulgaria... is associated with
racism and xenophobia”.

Hours later the Bulgarian Football Union (BFU) said
in a statement on its website that Mihaylov had offered
his resignation and would hand it to the members of the
BFU executive committee during its meeting on Friday.

“His decision resulted from the tension created over
the past days, which is detrimental to Bulgarian football
and the Bulgarian Football Union,” the statement said.
UEFA president Ceferin stressed the commitment of the
governing body of European football to root out the
“disease” of racism.

“More broadly, the football family — everyone from
administrators to players, coaches and fans —  needs to
work with governments and NGOs to wage war on the
racists and to marginalise their abhorrent views to the
fringes of society,” he said. Earlier, a spokesman for the
British prime minister said: “The racism we saw and
heard last night was vile and has no place in football or
anywhere else.

“The England players and management showed
tremendous dignity and the prime minister commends
the players who were targeted with this despicable
abuse for their response.”

After several English players suffered racist abuse in
a qualifier away to Montenegro in March, England
manager Gareth Southgate had prepared his side to
follow UEFA’s three-step protocol for reporting racist
incidents that can lead to matches being abandoned.

England captain Harry Kane said the team made a
decision to carry on playing but called for tougher pun-
ishments. “Whether the UEFA protocol is strong
enough, I’m not sure,” he said. “Whether any racial
abuse should be allowed at any time... well it shouldn’t
be. The protocol at the moment allows there to be an
announcement, there to be two or three steps before
the players are taken off the pitch. 

“It’s unacceptable to be racist once so I feel there
can be stronger punishment, stronger protocols but
from our point of view as a team we stuck together, we
showed unity and we did what we wanted to do.”

British anti-racism group Kick It Out said the game
should have been abandoned by officials after TV
footage showed that racist abuse continued in the sec-
ond half. “There can be no more pitiful fines or short
stadium bans,” the group said. “If UEFA care at all
about tackling discrimination... then points deductions
and tournament expulsion must follow.”

A section of 5,000 seats at the Vasil Levski National
Stadium was already closed for the game after racist
incidents during games against Kosovo and the Czech
Republic in June.

With England 2-0 ahead, the game was temporarily
stopped and a warning played over the loudspeakers in
both Bulgarian and English. That warning was not
heeded and there was a second, longer stoppage of the

match after Ross Barkley put England 3-0 up, with a
number of Bulgarian ‘ultra’ fans ejected from the stadi-
um. Ashley Young was subjected to monkey chants in
Sofia during an England game in 2011. The BFU was
fined 40,000 euros ($44,000) by UEFA for “discrimi-

natory” chanting and for the lighting and throwing of
fireworks.

England now need just a point from their final two
qualifiers against Montenegro and Kosovo next month
to seal their place at next year’s Euros. — AFP

SOFIA: England’s defender Ben Chilwell (L) and Bulgaria’s midfielder Galin Ivanov fight for the ball during
the Euro 2020 Group A football qualification match between Bulgaria and England due to incidents with
fans, at the Vasil Levski National Stadium in Sofia. — AFP

Kane calls for tougher punishments

MADRID: Atletico Madrid forward Toni Duggan
says England’s players are still behind Phil Neville as
coach and has warned against complacency and the
need to improve standards in the women’s game. In
an exclusive interview with AFP, Duggan also talked
about her burgeoning friendship with Kieran Trippier
and the upcoming reunion with Manchester City
today in the last 16 of the women’s Champions
League.

Duggan and Barcelona lost to all-conquering Lyon
in the final in May and the 28-year-old admits she
would still be hurting had she not left the Catalans for
a fresh start at Atletico in the summer. Yet in between
there was further heartache at the World Cup, where
England were beaten in the semi-finals by eventual
winners the United States and Neville has come
under scrutiny since, during a run of one victory in
six games.

“It’s been a lot to take in after the World Cup,
maybe this is a transition period,” Duggan tells AFP
from the training ground of Atletico Madrid’s
women’s team in Madrid on Monday.  “I believe in
Phil, he’s the coach and it can’t get like the men’s
game where you sack the coach after three or four
defeats. We have a plan and all the players are buying
into it.” 

Neville, though, has become prickly in the face of
recent pressure from the media. “Phil has a bigger
profile so perhaps he gets more applause when we
do well and more criticism when he does badly,”
Duggan continued. “That’s because he’s Phil Neville
but our ambitions are the same and we’re all pulling
in the right direction.” 

Duggan is still regaining fitness following the thigh
injury that disrupted her World Cup but has settled in
fast at Atletico, with a friendly face nearby too in
Trippier, who joined the club from Tottenham in July. 

“One of us messaged the other when we signed
and we’ve stayed in touch,” Duggan said. “We send
each other messages when the other one has a good
game, to say good luck, well played or whatever. It’s
nice to have that. 

“I was asking him about Spanish the other day
and saying my teacher sometimes tells me things I
don’t need to know. He was saying it’s difficult
because (Diego) Simeone speaks so fast.”

Women’s football in Spain enjoyed a record-
breaking year last season, most notably when a
crowd of 60,739 turned out to watch Duggan score
for Barcelona against Atletico at the Wanda
Metropolitano in March.  

But when the two sides met again a month ago,
Barca’s victory was not even shown on television. 

“It was disappointing. Last season there were
60,000 people in the stadium and they can’t even
televise the game the next year,” Duggan says. “If it’s
like that, how you do build? How do you progress?”
“People talk about equality but it’s not about money,
no way. Get the pitches and the facilities right,”
Duggan said. “There’s a danger people think it will
just happen but if we want to bring people and spon-
sors in, how can you do that if you’re playing on a
pitch kids wouldn’t play on in the park?” 

Atletico have been rocked by coach Jose Luis
Sanchez Vera resigning for personal reasons last
week, with Pablo Lopez replacing him. “It was a blow
I’m not going to lie,” Duggan admits. “I knew the way
the team played and that was what brought me here
initially.” 

Duggan believes the squad’s togetherness can
carry them through against City, who are top of the
Women’s Super League but lost to Atletico last year
in the Champions League.—AFP

‘I believe in Neville,
he has a plan for 

England’: Duggan

PARIS: France drew 1-1 with Turkey in Euro 2020
qualifying on Monday in a match played against a
backdrop of diplomatic and security tensions after
Paris condemned Ankara for its military offensive
against Kurdish forces in Syria.

Substitute Olivier Giroud headed in from a corner to
put France ahead on 76 minutes at the Stade de France
but Kaan Ayhan nodded in an equaliser six minutes lat-
er — a goal celebrated by a military salute in front of
the Turkish supporters.

Turkey remain top of Group H above the world
champions on the head-to-head rule, although France
can qualify for the finals with a win at home to Moldova
next month. Turkey would clinch their place by avoiding
defeat against third-placed Iceland, who are four points
back after beating Andorra 2-0.

“They scored a goal from a set-piece in the first
match. We could have avoided it,” said France coach
Didier Deschamps, whose side were beaten 2-0 by
Turkey in Konya in June. 

“We did what we needed to win the match based on
the play and number of chances. They didn’t have many
but put away a set-piece. “We should have been more
clinical even if it’s still a good point,” he added. “We’re
still on track and need to finish to job in November.”

Wissam Ben Yedder replaced Giroud, Friday’s
goalscorer in the 1-0 win away to Iceland, while Lucas
Hernandez returned at left-back at the expense of
Lucas Digne. Turkey were without injured veteran cap-
tain Emre Belozoglu, who damaged ribs during a last-
gasp 1-0 victory at home to Albania last week, with
Leicester defender Caglar Soyuncu starting in place of
Ayhan. Police ramped up security at the Stade de
France amid fears of violence, with around 3,800
Turkish fans in the designated away section but many
more seated elsewhere in the ground among the
78,000 spectators.

France were deeply unhappy when Turkish support-
ers whistled over the French national anthem when the

two countries met in the Turkish city of Konya in June.
This time ‘La Marseillaise’ was applauded by the away
fans. While Antoine Griezmann has yet to properly set-
tle at Barcelona this season, the forward emerged at the
heart of France’s best moments in the first half as
Turkey were forced to absorb constant pressure.

Bayern Munich team-mates Lucas Hernandez and
Kingsley Coman combined superbly to release
Griezmann on the quarter-hour, but Turkey goalkeeper
Mert Gunok blocked well before producing a magnifi-
cent save to repel Moussa Sissoko’s follow-up effort.

Griezmann then headed a Coman cross directly at
Gunok who plunged to his left moments later after a
clever dummy from the striker created another opening
for Sissoko. Without a goal now for France in the past
six qualifiers, Griezmann again went close when he
curled wide of a sprawling Gunok and the far post from
the edge of the area. 

Turkey coach Senol Gunes introduced Hakan
Calhanoglu at the break to provide more of an attack-
ing threat, with the AC Milan playmaker helping create
the visitors’ first genuine chance on the hour.

Ayhan came on in the 53rd minute for injured Zeki
Celik. Seconds after a Griezmann penalty appeal was
dismissed, Turkey exposed France on the counter with
Calhanoglu teeing up Burak Yilmaz who drilled over
with just Steve Mandanda to beat.

Deschamps turned to Giroud for the final 20 minutes
and was instantly rewarded as the Chelsea striker pow-
ered in a Griezmann corner for his 38th France goal,
moving him three shy of Michel Platini on the French
all-time scoring list. Ayhan denied France qualification
on the night as he planted a thumping header low
beyond Mandanda from a Calhanoglu free-kick. Several
Turkish players celebrated with a military salute that
UEFA will likely investigate.—AFP

Ayhan equaliser 
forces France to 
wait for Euro spot

SAINT-DENIS: Turkey’s midfielder Kenan Karaman (L) vies with France’s defender Benjamin Pavard during
the Euro 2020 Group H qualification football match between France and Turkey at the Stade de France in
Saint-Denis, outside Paris. — AFP

SEOUL: North and South Korea drew 0-0 in a historic
but surreal World Cup qualifier yesterday, played in
front of FIFA president Gianni Infantino but an other-
wise empty stadium and almost completely blocked off
from the outside world.

The showdown between the two sides — whose
countries are still technically at war — took place at
Pyongyang’s Kim Il Sung Stadium with no live broad-
cast, no supporters and no foreign media in attendance.

Tottenham Hotspur star Son Heung-min captained
South Korea in the first competitive men’s match to be
played in Pyongyang.  But frustrated South Korean fans
who were not allowed to travel to the game, will have to
wait days to see it on television — after officials bring
back a recording on DVD.

“North Korea promised to provide a DVD contain-
ing full footage of the match before our delegation
departs,” the South’s unification ministry, which handles
cross-border affairs, said in a statement.

The only simple way to follow the match, which the

Asian Football Confederation (AFC) had billed as “one
of the most eagerly anticipated fixtures” for years, was
via the limited online text commentary posted on FIFA
and AFC websites.

The minimal updates available, however, were limited
to yellow cards and substitutions. Qatari referee
Abdulrahman Al Jassim booked North Korea’s Ri Yong
Jik and Ri Un Chol, and Kim Young-gwon and Kim
Min-jae from the South.

A photo posted on the website of the South’s
Korean Football Association (KFA) showed the match in
progress with giant floodlights illuminating the empty
stands. Among the tiny number of spectators was FIFA
President Gianni Infantino, who flew in to Pyongyang
earlier in the day, in what is thought to be his first visit
to the country. “It’s a great pleasure to be here,” said
Infantino, sporting a North Korean flag lapel pin, as he
was welcomed at the airport by the head of the North
Korean Football Association, Kim Jang San. 

The South Korean team had arrived in Pyongyang
on Monday accompanied only by their coaches and
support staff.

The delegation had to leave their mobile phones at
the South Korean embassy in Beijing ahead of their
departure, and reaching the team in Pyongyang has
been a struggle. “Nothing is guaranteed in terms of
communication so we have to use whatever works at
any given moment,” a KFA official said, adding they
were currently relying on emails.

A Monday evening press conference by South
Korean coach Paulo Bento was attended by five North

Korean journalists and two KFA staff, who had to
return to their hotel to get an internet connection
before posting details of the briefing on the association
website. AFC general secretary Windsor John said the
restrictive arrangements were only to be expected. “We
understand DPR Korea’s situation,” John told AFP,
using the official name for North Korea. “We are not
surprised.”

The match comes in the wake of a series of North
Korean missile tests that raised tensions in the region,
and after the breakdown of talks with the United States
over Pyongyang’s weapons programmes.

Since the collapse of the Hanoi summit between
leader Kim Jong Un and US President Donald Trump in
February, Pyongyang has regularly excoriated Seoul,
ruling out prospects of inter-Korean dialogue. It is a far
cry from the cross-border warmth of last year, when
South Korean President Moon Jae-in seized on the
Pyeongchang Winter Olympics to broker the
Pyongyang-Washington talks process and held three
summits himself with Kim.

Back then, the pair discussed and agreed on further
sports exchanges including a joint bid to host the 2032
Olympics. South Korean football fans were outraged
over the blackout and demanded that the North be held
accountable for not following international standards.

“A game that’s not broadcast live is completely
meaningless,” a fan commented online. Another fan
added: “If North Korea does not allow live broad-
casts, it should be kicked out from international
federations.” —AFP

No goals, no fans, 
no TV: Koreas draw 
0-0 in blacked-out 
World Cup qualifier


